Self help
Clinton, Blair and the politics of
personal responsibility
Jacinda Swanson

What, then, should the new relationship between society and individual consist of? First, it
involves a new concept of citizenship, in which
rights and responsibilities go together.… As is so
clear the more you examine the rise in crime and
social disorder in Britain, the problem has been
that the Left has tended to undervalue individual
responsibility and the Right has ignored the
inﬂuence of social conditions.…
A modern notion of citizenship gives rights
but demands obligations, shows respect but
wants it back, grants opportunity but insists on
responsibility.
Tony Blair, 8 July 19931
This morning we want to talk about teen pregnancy, because it is a moral problem and a
personal problem and a challenge that individual
young people should face and because it has
reached such proportions that it is a signiﬁcant
economic and social problem for the United
States.…
This is not a problem that can be solved in
Washington.…
Ultimately, I believe what is needed on this
issue is a revolution of the heart. We have to
work to instill within every young man and
woman a sense of personal responsibility.
Bill Clinton, 29 January 19962

The language of personal responsibility has come to
occupy a prominent place in the political discourse of
the American and British centre-Left, at least since
Bill Clinton borrowed the rhetoric of family values and
personal responsibility from the Republicans during
the 1992 US presidential campaign. Now employed
by both the Right and much of the centre-Left, this
language conservatively shapes how social and economic problems are conceived, including their causes
and solutions.
We ignore political discourse at our peril. What
may seem like hot air to citizens and political ana-

lysts alike has concrete political effects. The terms of
political debate determine which issues are perceived
as political – and thus put on the agenda – and what
role government will play in addressing these issues.
Murray Edelman, for example, writes that particular
deﬁnitions of problems and enemies reinforce particular ideologies, subject positions and exercises of
authority.3 Others inﬂuenced by Gramsciʼs theories of
hegemony and common sense, such as Stuart Hall and
Anna Marie Smith, insist on the importance of looking
beyond narrow deﬁnitions of political discourse to the
politics operating within cultural and moral debates.
They point out that a political party or movement
becomes hegemonic when it succeeds in normalizing
(or naturalizing) its conception of the world – in
making its world-view part of the cultural and political common sense, while simultaneously discrediting
alternative world-views. In this way, the movementʼs
political framework becomes the unquestioned interpretive background against which everyday politics is
conducted and perceived.4
Modelling my study of the language of personal
responsibility on Smithʼs and Nancy Fraser and Linda
Gordonʼs analyses of political discourse, I argue that
this keyword5 both permits and excludes – to a greater
or lesser degree, depending on the extent of its hegemonic status – certain types of policy approaches and
certain types of defences and criticisms of these policies.6 Although discursively framing political issues
in a particular way, this rhetoric tends to portray
its interpretations and solutions as obvious and commonsensical, thereby ʻconceal[ing] its own partiality,
historicity and contingencyʼ and ʻpretend[ing] to perform merely the a-political and innocent recognition
of “facts”ʼ.7 The assumptions and norms operating in
the language of personal responsibility, especially as
articulated by Clinton and by those on the American
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and British Right, are often sexist, heterosexist, racist
and class-biased. Furthermore, in conjunction with
typically weak conceptions of employer and government responsibility, this rhetoric works to individualize
political problems by attributing them to the moral (or
character) failings of individuals. This directs attention away from the structural – whether social or
economic – factors contributing to such problems.8
The language of responsibility conse-quently enables
leaders and citizens to appear justiﬁed in shifting the
burden of solving political problems from government
to individuals.

Responsibility according to Clinton
During the 1992 US presidential campaign, vice-president Dan Quayle not only decried television character
Murphy Brownʼs lack of family values; he also claimed
that many of the countryʼs social problems were caused
by a lack of values such as personal responsibility. In
a speech in which he discussed the 1992 Los Angeles
riots, Quayle bemoaned the ʻpoverty of valuesʼ and
claimed that ʻthe lawless social anarchy which we
saw [in the riots] is directly related to the breakdown
of family structure, personal responsibility and social
orderʼ.9 While the language of personal responsibility
was not absent from the Bush administration, Quayle
ampliﬁed its usage, and Bill Clinton enthusiastically
adopted it for his own Democratic election bid.10 Eight
years later, the Democratic and Republican candidates
in the 2000 US presidential campaign are still utilizing
the rhetoric of personal responsibility.11
In Britain, Tony Blair has employed this rhetoric
at least since 1991. In 1995 John Pilger complained,
ʻLabour is being Americanised. Much of Blairʼs rhetoric seems to have been taken word for word from
Clintonʼs early speeches.ʼ Blairʼs language and vision,
Pilger says, ʻendorses Thatcherʼs view of the “bootstraps” societyʼ, according to which the ʻunemployed,
the low paid, single parents, the sick and the homeless
are to assume “responsibility” for decisions in which
they have taken no partʼ.12 Clearly Blairʼs language of
personal responsibility represents a move to a more
individualistic approach, as noted by Andrew Gamble:
ʻThe signiﬁcance of new Labour is not so much an
endorsement of explicit items of Thatcherite policy,
although this is extensive enough, but the acceptance
that if socialism is to regain its appeal then it has to
reconnect with the radical egalitarian individualism of
the Enlightenment from which it was born.ʼ13 Yet, as
theorists as diverse as Steven Lukes and Fred Dallmayr
have argued, the individualism of the Enlightenment
was ʻa mixed blessingʼ.14
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In many respects, the language of personal responsibility, and of values in general, reﬂects a type of
cultural politics found not only in the rhetoric and
policies of a previously long-triumphant Right, but
also in the scholarship of both conservative and leftist
scholars. According to such cultural politics, the solutions to social and economic problems lie only partly,
if at all, in government action; they also lie in cultural transformation – that is, a reform of citizensʼ
values and characters.15 For example, scholars studying
inner-city poverty, such as Christopher Jencks, Lawrence Mead and William Julius Wilson, call for more
personal responsibility and/or moral renewal. Despite
their seeming theoretical and ideological distance from
individualism, communitarian scholars concerned with
the family similarly cite a shortage of personal responsibility. It has been argued that such academic
arguments are partly behind at least Clintonʼs adoption
of the language of personal responsibility.16
The individualist nature of both Blairʼs and Clintonʼs cultural politics is readily seen in their speeches.
Claiming that the ʻonly way to rebuild social order
and stability is through strong values, socially shared,
inculcated through individuals and familiesʼ, Blair
asserted in a 1995 speech that ʻa communitarian philosophyʼ is needed for Labour ʻto move beyond the
choice between narrow individualism and old-style
socialismʼ.17 In his 1997 Labour Party annual conference speech, Blair asserted that Britain ʻshould be a
compassionate society. But it is compassion with a hard
edge.ʼ In addition, he argued that improving the nation
and solving its problems were ʻa task for a whole
people, not just a governmentʼ.18 Similarly, Clinton
declared in his 1994 State of the Union address that
the ʻAmerican people have got to want to changeʼ their
values and habits in order for government programmes
to have any effect. After listing various government
initiatives concerning crime, health care and welfare,
he immediately tempered his calls for government
action with the assertion that the problems of the USA
ʻgo way beyond the reach of Governmentʼ, because
they are ʻrooted in the loss of values, in the disappearance of work, and the breakdown of our families
and our communitiesʼ.19 In Clintonʼs speeches, this
alleged loss of values most signiﬁcantly involves a
loss of personal responsibility.
Although Blair clearly views teen pregnancy as a
problem and worries about family breakdown and the
lack of role models, Clintonʼs rhetoric and policies
concerning teen pregnancy are framed even more
explicitly in terms of personal responsibility.20 Clinton
portrays teen and unwed pregnancy as serious social

problems in part because he insists that an important
aspect of responsible behaviour is getting married
before having children and thus being part of a traditionally deﬁned family – that is, a two-parent family
headed by a heterosexual, married couple.21 In one
speech, Clinton claimed that the ʻsingle biggest social
problem in our society may be the growing absence
of fathers from their childrenʼs homes, because it contributes to so many other social problems.… Without
a father to help guide, without a father to care, without
a father to teach boys to be men and to teach girls to
expect respect from men, itʼs harder.ʼ22
Clinton proposed to solve the problem of teen
pregnancy through a ʻrevolution of the heartʼ and
a national campaign to ʻinstill within every young
man and woman a sense of personal responsibilityʼ.
Given Clintonʼs analysis of the problem, governmentʼs
role is limited to educational programmes teaching
teens the value of personal responsibility and welfare
ʻreformʼ provisions. According to Clinton, the old
welfare system undermined personal responsibility
by providing, without condition, beneﬁts to unwed
teen mothers. Hence, welfare needed to be reformed,
Clinton claimed, so that it would not encourage
young women to have children outside marriage or to
establish separate households apart from their parents
or grandparents.23
Yet, in focusing on personal responsibility, Clinton
fails, with one exception, to consider the structural
factors behind young womenʼs childbearing, such as
poverty, rape and incest, and the larger sexualized
social and cultural settings in which children and
teens grow up, including the societal patterns of adult
behaviour. In addition, by deﬁning responsible behaviour as requiring that pregnancy be postponed until
women are married, Clinton fails to take into account
the difﬁculties some, especially African-American and
poor, women face in ﬁnding suitable marriage partners. With declining black marriage rates paralleling
a decline in the percentage of employed black men,
Judith Stacey argues that marriage may be becoming
ʻa form of racial privilegeʼ due to African-American
menʼs high rates of unemployment and incarceration.24
Insisting that women with few potential marriage partners delay pregnancy until they marry is thus racist
and class-biased, as well as sexist and heterosexist in
demanding that women raise children with men.
Clinton did propose a government programme
to address one structural factor contributing to teen
pregnancy: many young womenʼs lack of access to a
college education.25 Because women with more promising educational and career prospects tend to delay

childbearing, Clintonʼs programme of tax deductions
and credits may help decrease pregnancies among
some lower- and middle-class teens.26 But this policy
– like other Clinton programmes such as unpaid family
leave – is unlikely to help the most economically
disadvantaged.27
In addition to insisting that welfare be ʻreformedʼ
so that it does not encourage teen pregnancy, Clinton
argues, as does Blair, that welfare ʻreformʼ must move
mothers off welfare and into ʻworkʼ – that is, paid
employment. In making this argument, they invoke the
language of personal and parental responsibility: one
must take responsibility for economically supporting
oneself and oneʼs children. Clinton also explicitly
insists that one must take responsibility for showing
oneʼs children the ʻdignity of a real jobʼ and instilling
in them the values of work and responsibility.28
Denied in the rhetoric of responsibility and work,
though, is the acknowledgement that child-rearing
and domestic labour are work, as opposed to idleness
or nonproductive activity. In fact, they are forms of
labour that many Western industrialized democracies
remunerate with government payments. Although they
offer different solutions to the problem of welfare, both
the Right and much of the Left assume, according to
Eva Kittay, ʻa conception of the citizen based upon a
male model of the “independent” wage earner. Both
see the person on welfare as someone who can be
incorporated as a full citizen only by fulﬁlling the role
of the “independent” wage earnerʼ. This conception of
citizenship and responsibility ignores the necessary
and valuable labour of dependency or care workers and
renders them invisible. Gwendolyn Mink rightly argues
that ʻlacking earnings for their economic and social
contributions, women who work full- or part-time
as care-givers for their children [or for their elderly,
disabled or sick relatives] are ideologically unequal in
a political culture that prizes income-producing work
as the currency of virtueʼ. Moreover, welfare reform
that cuts womenʼs beneﬁts or forces them into jobs
paying poverty wages increases some womenʼs dependence on male partners, including abusive ones, and/or
employers, even particularly exploitative ones.29
Moreover, Clintonʼs explicit claim that responsible
behaviour requires that pregnancy be postponed until
women are ﬁnancially able to support their children
is also problematic because it obscures the genderrelated structural factors behind womenʼs poverty.
Such factors include gender and racial discrimination
in the labour market and in career advancement, a
shortage of affordable and quality child care, and the
lack of universal health care beneﬁts.30 Consequently,
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because of either short-term economic hardships or
long-term poverty, a signiﬁcant number of women
fail to meet Clintonʼs ﬁnancial criteria for the entire
eighteen or so years it takes to raise a child.
In addition to gender-speciﬁc causes of poverty,
Clintonʼs description of welfare as a temporary source
of assistance and ʻa second chanceʼ ignores the extent
and severity of poverty in the USA.31 As poverty rates
and the decline (until very recently) in real wages
indicate,32 there are whole classes of Americans who
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can expect ʻhard timesʼ more or less permanently and/
or have never had a ʻﬁrst chanceʼ allegedly to squander.33 By demanding that poor women wait until they
are securely middle class before having a child – an
unobtainable position for many – Clintonʼs rhetoric
and policy proposals effectively deny poor women,
who are disproportionately women of colour, the right
to have children.34
Clintonʼs class bias and racism can also be seen
in his contradictory application of the language of
responsibility to the issues of family leave and welfare.
On several occasions, Clinton referred to his signing
of the Family Leave and Medical Leave Act as promoting personal and parental responsibility.35 Under
the family leave deﬁnition of parental responsibility,
employed parents get to exercise their parental responsibility by taking time off from their jobs to care
for their children. Yet, under welfare ʻreformʼ, welfare
recipients are denied the opportunity to abstain from
paid employment in order to care for their children,
since they are forced to exercise their parental responsibility by taking jobs outside the home. According
to the family leave deﬁnition, the only citizens who can
easily be ʻresponsibleʼ parents are the economically
secure middle and upper class who can afford to take
unpaid family leave.36
As with teen pregnancy and welfare, Clintonʼs language of personal responsibility stresses individualistic,
moral explanations of African-Americansʼ social and
economic problems and de-emphasizes explanations
that point to racial discrimination and structural racist
factors. In one speech on racism, Clinton asserted
that the problems of black people cannot be remedied
by government ʻsocial programs unless there is ﬁrst
more personal responsibilityʼ.37 Moreover, Clinton
disingenuously claimed that he and other whites are
not being racist when they insist that personal responsibility is a precondition for solving such problems as
welfare dependency, out-of-wedlock pregnancy and
absent fatherhood.38
Clinton also views racial discrimination as a
problem of responsibility, as seen in his assertion that
ʻat its base, this issue of race is not about government
or political leaders; it is about what is in the heart and
minds and life of the American people. There will
be no progress in the absence of real responsibility
on the part of all Americansʼ.39 Smith points out,
though, that political discourses like Clintonʼs that
seek to end racism simply by changing individual
attitudes are still working within a racist framework.
Clintonʼs portrayal of racism as a problem of individual psychology and prejudice – to be overcome

through responsible reﬂection and dialogue – is racist
because it obscures the non-psychological, non-attitudinal sources of racism. The latter exist in economic,
political and social structures, as well as in the ʻracist
representations and logic … thoroughly intertwined
withʼ various political and cultural discourses.40

The historical roots
The size and scope of government expanded dramatically during the twentieth century with the creation of the British and (smaller) American welfare
states and the adoption of Keynesian macroeconomic
policies. This expansion represented a departure
from the laissez-faire models of government found
in the classical liberal theories of Adam Smith and
the American Founders. But popular support for the
welfare state and Keynesian policies meant that it was
largely accepted – something close to common sense,
at least among many segments of the population – that
government should have a signiﬁcant role in regulating
the market and addressing social problems, with the
British accepting this to a greater extent than Americans.41 Yet Blairʼs and Clintonʼs language of personal
responsibility and policies clearly continue a severaldecades-long movement away from such Keynesian,
social-democratic and New Deal conceptions of the
role of government. Like their immediate predecessors, Blairʼs and Clintonʼs actions and rhetoric echo the
British and American political traditions of classical
liberalism dating back to the seventeenth century.
Seventeenth-century liberal political theorists
viewed government as a constructed, artiﬁcial device
for the protection of property and for the maintenance
of an orderly relation of exchange. Following Hobbes,
they conceived ʻof the individual as essentially the proprietor of his own person or capacities, owing nothing
to society for themʼ, and thus free from dependence
on the wills of others. Despite this conception of the
(abstract) individual, these theories denied the independence of (white male) wage labourers, who were
considered to be dependent on the will of employers.
Moreover, both Puritanism and Locke held that, due
to the natural equality of men, all men were equally
capable of ʻshifting for themselvesʼ and thus only had
themselves to blame for their poverty. As is often the
case today, to be poor and/or without property was
perceived to be a sign of moral corruption.42
Concerning the relation between economics and
politics, Locke argued that property, market exchange,
and even menʼs consent to an unequal accumulation
of property were all prior to the institution of civil
society.43 By grounding individual freedom in property

over oneself and oneʼs possession, Lockeʼs theory
amounted to an argument for limited government.
Furthermore, his justiﬁcation of economic and political
inequality relieved government of the responsibility
to address the social and material deprivation of the
poor. But it was only with eighteenth-century theories
like that of Adam Smith that the economy was viewed
as self-regulating. While Smith himself did not completely reject a role for government intervention in
the economy, his notion of an ʻinvisible handʼ paved
the way for more radical laissez-faire theories. Such
conceptions of the economy reinforced liberalismʼs
tendency to see economic relations as private and
nonpolitical. In the Wealth of Nations Smith argued
that the natural effort of every individual to better
his own condition is sufﬁciently capable of carrying
on the society of wealth and prosperity. Social good
comes from the pursuit of private interest, guided as
this interest is by the hidden hand.44 As a result, Smith
and other late-eighteenth-century liberals increasingly
assumed that government regulation potentially interfered with the smooth functioning of the economy and
infringed on individualsʼ ability to pursue their interests freely. This essentially depoliticized the concept
of property. For while property had previously been
linked to sovereignty and thus to power over other
humans, it came to refer only to power over things.
This redeﬁnition consequently obscured the power
inherent in property – that power over things is a
form of power over people.45 In these various ways,
Lockeʼs earlier depoliticizing of economic relations
was compounded.
At roughly the same time, several developments
were contributing to a transformation in liberalismʼs
conception of independence: the increase in wage
labour due to industrialization; radical Protestantismʼs
arguments against dependency and hierarchy; and the
extension of political rights to white male workers.46
For example, several decades after the American Revolution, Tocqueville described (white male) Americans
as overwhelmingly characterized by their independence and individualism: ʻFreed from the king, feudal
traditions, roots, and connections, he [the American
citizen] saw himself simply as an entity rather than
a part of a larger social or moral wholeʼ, and thus
ʻowed nothing to any other and expected nothing;
he stood alone, conﬁdent he controlled his whole
destiny, thrown back forever upon himself alone.ʼ47
Adam Smith had argued, as early as the 1760s, that the
spread of commerce and manufacturing gave workers
a new-found independence vis-à-vis the dependence
of servants.48 Furthermore, Fraser and Gordon argue
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that ʻ[w]hen white workingmen demanded civil and
electoral rights, they claimed to be independent. This
entailed reinterpreting the meaning of wage labour so
as to divest it of the association with dependency.ʼ49
Such a redeﬁnition clearly had the effect of making
the notion of independence less tied to considerations
of economic power and equality – thereby doing much
to depoliticize the economic relation of wage labour.
This redeﬁnition was facilitated, though, by the
construction of new forms of dependency, that of
women, paupers and non-whites (e.g. colonial subjects
and slaves). Fraser and Gordon argue that in addition to the growing association between wage labour
and independence, ʻ“dependency” need not always
refer to a social relation; it could also designate an
individual character traitʼ – that is, an individual
moral or psychological shortcoming. Then, beginning
in the late nineteenth and through the mid-twentieth centuries, ʻa distinctive welfare-related use of
“dependency” developedʼ, at least in the USA, which
was ambiguous in its meaning. Dependency ʻslipp[ed]
easily, and repeatedly, from an economic meaning to
a moral/psychological meaningʼ. But with the ofﬁcial
end of the socio-legal and political dependency of
women and non-whites during the twentieth century,
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ʻit became possible to declare that equality of opportunity exists and that individual
merit determines outcomesʼ. This meant that
structural sources of dependency were (and
are) commonly thought to have disappeared.
Henceforth, dependence was considered to be
the result of some moral or psychological – that
is, individual – failing.50 This most recent
transformation in the meaning of dependence
represents the most radical depoliticization of
the independence/dependence distinction. It is
most clearly from this vantage point that the
liberal, individualist conception of personal
responsibility might be seen to represent the
conjunction of a depoliticized notion of independence and of economic relations: according
to the norm of personal responsibility, individuals are required to support themselves and
their family ﬁnancially by engaging in wage
labour and to solve their social and economic
problems on their own.
In the US context, the language of responsibility can also be linked to two developments
during the 1950s and 1960s: the white middleclass fear of moral degeneracy and the related
ʻdiscovery of povertyʼ. Like earlier in American history, the white middle-class image of
the poor, who were (and are) disproportionately
people of colour, came to ʻrepresent what the middle
class feared most in itself: softening of character, a
lack of ﬁrm internal valuesʼ. The poor were (and are
still) assigned character traits opposite from those
that the middle class claimed for itself: ʻthe poor
person lived for the moment, unable to think ahead,
to save or plan for the futureʼ, while the middle-class
person was imagined to have ʻself-discipline, a strong
superego, an ability to plan ahead to meet self-imposed
goalsʼ. Such images have a signiﬁcant impact on how
poverty and social problems, particularly those associated with the poor, are conceptualized and addressed.
Ehrenreich states that because the poor are seen as
lacking the inhibitions and drive required for economic
success, ʻ[i]t was not poverty that had to be cured,
only the culture of poverty. Before the poor could be
made afﬂuent, they had to be made “human beings”ʼ,
meaning they had to be inculcated with middle-class
values.51
Then, in the 1970s and 1980s, conservatives and
eventually many liberals began to argue that most
social problems were caused by a decline in ʻtraditional valuesʼ among certain portions of the popu-

lation. Moreover, this loss of values could be traced
back to government and, more speciﬁcally, to government aid to the poor. Charles Murray, for instance,
argued that ʻthe expanded social-welfare measures of
the 1960s created poverty by undermining the fragile
assumption … that adults are responsible for the state
in which they ﬁnd themselvesʼ. Welfare caused poverty
by encouraging a culture of ʻdependencyʼ, in which the
poor saw no need to form stable families, work for
a living, or otherwise honour Americaʼs ʻtraditional
valuesʼ.52 Clearly such an emphasis on ʻcultureʼ and
values can be seen in both Clintonʼs and Blairʼs calls
for welfare reform. In fact, Clinton described the (old)
welfare system in almost identical terms as Murray:
how it was grossly at odds with the American values
of work, family and responsibility and how it actively
contributed to the decline of these values.53
The language of responsibility is also linked to
current economic common sense. In his study of capitalist common sense, Fred Block traces contemporary
economic common sense to Christian, especially
Puritan, religious traditions teaching salvation through
discipline and self-denial. Block cites Ronald Reaganʼs
rhetoric and policies as an obvious example: Reagan
described the primary sin as the abandonment of
the traditional American ethic of self-reliance. The
collective individual had prospered for many years
through hard work and self-discipline, but at a certain point this person had become lazy and looked
to government to solve problems through regulations and beneﬁt programs.… The only solution
was for the body politic to return to the path of the
straight and narrow by dramatically reducing its
dependence on the state.54

By focusing on individual agency and responsibility,
such economic common sense plays an important
ideological function in diverting attention away from
structural conditions and differential power relations.
It instead blames bad economic conditions on the vice
of individuals.55 In this light, Clintonʼs (and Blairʼs)
rhetoric and policies have much in common with
Reaganʼs (and Thatcherʼs) in terms of locating the
solution to economic and social problems in the reform
of individualsʼ character and not in government or
community efforts to alter structural conditions or
relations.

The political effects
The language of personal responsibility primarily
associates responsibility with employed individuals
in traditional family structures and with the activities
and opportunities typically open to white men, rather
than to women or non-white men. Simultaneously, it

deﬁnes irresponsibility in terms of familiar demon
ﬁgures: those supposedly lacking in values such as
responsibility and thus failing to conform to traditional family arrangements and to support themselves
ﬁnancially through paid labour. Disproportionately
poor, non-white and female, these demon ﬁgures are
particularly credible targets for two closely related
reasons. First, they resonate with past demonizations
and constructions of British and American identity.
Ronald Takaki argues that simultaneous to the construction of (white male) American identity and norms
around rationality and individualism was the portrayal
of blacks as embodying the opposite traits. Whereas
whites were ʻself-made menʼ oriented toward work and
achievement, black people lacked ʻincentive to industryʼ, ʻmoral restraintʼ, the principle of ʻaccumulationʼ,
and control over the ʻanimal partʼ. Functioning also as
a warning to white people, historic (as well as current)
images of black people ʻdeﬁned deviancy and served
in effect to discipline whites, especially working-class
and immigrant groupsʼ, who were sometimes described
in almost identical terms to blacks.56 Second, these contemporary demon ﬁgures (supposedly) embody those
character traits the white middle class has historically
been most anxious about ﬁnding in itself. Because
the viliﬁcation of teen mothers, welfare recipients
and irresponsible blacks is apparently credible for a
signiﬁcant number of people, the efforts of politicians
like Clinton and Blair to hegemonize their neo-liberal
politics and to discipline those violating white middleclass norms of hard work and family values are more
likely to succeed.57
That demonizations of (allegedly) irresponsible
African-Americans enable the construction of white
identity and norms of responsibility appears starkly
in Clintonʼs language of personal responsibility,
especially in his discussion of racism and the social
and economic problems of blacks. In a speech given
on the day of the Million Man March, Clinton argued
that the ʻgreat potential for this march today, beyond
the black community, is that whites will come to see a
larger truth, that blacks share their fears and embrace
their convictions.… This march could remind white
people that most black people share their old-fashioned
American values.ʼ58 Not only are white people more
virtuous than black people (ʻremind white people that
most black people…ʼ), but ʻold-fashioned American
valuesʼ are white values and thus the standard or norm
against which black people are measured (ʻmost black
people share…ʼ).59
In addition to being credible demon ﬁgures, these
historic and contemporary demonizations position
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poor people, people of colour, and teen mothers as
the greatest threats to the social order by connecting
them, both explicitly and implicitly, to a range of social
and economic problems that are a source of anxiety
among ordinary citizens. Such problems include economic restructuring and globalization, changes in
family structures and gender roles, changes in the
racial composition of the country, and resentment over
afﬁrmative action. Consequently, demonizations of
these alleged ﬁgures of irresponsibility serve a crucial
role in the legitimation of neo-liberal policy measures
that claim to solve such social and economic problems
through the restoration of responsibility among these
wayward segments of the population.60 Accusing the
poor of a lack of responsibility, for example, obscures
the structural causes of poverty and consequently
enables political leaders to minimize the role of government in solving the problem. The language of personal responsibility thereby reinforces a depoliticized
conception of the economy, a conception which often
serves to justify governmentsʼ half-hearted efforts to
achieve social justice or equality.
Deﬁning responsibility largely in terms of engaging in paid labour is also dangerous for the Left, in
the sense that it suggests that a well-ordered society
requires all of its citizens to participate in paid labour.
Furthermore, deﬁning good citizenship largely in
terms of personal responsibility reﬂects an impoverished and ultimately pathological notion of democratic
citizenship. As scholars such as Michael Sandel have
argued, self-government and the ability to deliberate
democratically require far more from citizens than
an ability to support themselves through wage labour.
More speciﬁcally, liberal conceptions of citizenship
and freedom – and political institutions informed by
such conceptions, like those in the USA – actually
undermine self-government.61
By moving the political centre to the Right, the
language of personal responsibility politically mobilizes and demobilizes various parts of the public,
affecting elections and other forms of political pressure
on leaders. Because the main parties of the Left and
Right are increasingly similar, if not indistinguishable,
on some issues, the increasing absence of political
alternatives seems to exacerbate some citizensʼ sense
of apathy and/or cynicism.
The privileging of particular versions of the values
of family, work and responsibility implies a denigration of those other values which provide a basis for
challenging neo-liberalism. Equality, community and
dignity, as well as certain forms of independence, are
ignored or given insufﬁcient consideration. While both
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Blair and Clinton pay extensive lip service to the value
of community, their commitment to it is called into
question by their more common rhetoric of personal
responsibility.
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